CGL - SIDE ACCESS 18

The CGL-SA18 is a rugged factory assembled housing designed to hold the MRM18 metal refillable module or PDM18 plastic disposable module in both full and half sizes. It is available with a 2” or 4” pre filter track. A post filter track of up to 12” may also be accommodated. Holding up to 70 pounds of carbon per 2000 cfm, this housing design allows for good efficiency, long life, with a shorter foot print than the standard side access tray housing. It is ideal in locations where space is limited.

HOUSING FEATURES:

- Easy access from two sides, when required.
- All metal to metal components sealed.
- Rugged construction of 16 gauge cold rolled steel, stitch welded & caulked, with an aluminized finish.*
- .48” W. G. resistance @ 500 fpm per 24” square face opening.

* This housing can be constructed of other materials and finishes, including stainless steel for corrosive applications.

CGL warrants that these units are manufactured in accordance with the specifications disclosed herein. No warranty, expressed purpose or implied, is made relating to the suitability of the product for any particular application or purpose. Do not use dimensions for construction unless drawing is marked “Certified” by CGL.